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+14356284660 - https://pepperscantina.com

A comprehensive menu of Peppers Cantina from St. George covering all 15 menus and drinks can be found
here on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What User likes about Peppers Cantina:
from a California Mexican food fan. salsa is fantastic, chips were super fresh. wish the food had a little more
taste and flavor, but overall good Mexican food facility. especially what I experienced in utah. read more. The

restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on
the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What User doesn't like about Peppers

Cantina:
have eaten here for 6 years and always had great food and decent service. tonight, the visit was not pleasant.
eating was still great, but our waiter attitude and blurred let me out to write this critique. our waiter name was

chico and he just came over everything on us. First the margarita was not able to make any other taste of
margarita or daiquiris and no ability to mix only on the rocks. Screwed our food order s... read more. At the local,
the fresh and succulent juices on the drinks menu wonderfully complement the dishes, You can take a break at
the bar with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. Additionally, the restaurant offers a
comprehensive assortment of aromatic tapas, which will undoubtedly leave a lasting impression, the guests love
having the chance to watch the latest games or races on the big TV in this sports bar, while also enjoying food

and drinks.
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Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
BURRITO

Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH

Sid� dishe�
CHIPS AND SALSA

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Chef specialtie�
CHIMICHANGA

Cocktai�
MARGARITA

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
SALSA SAUCE

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

VEGAN

AMERICAN

Ingredient� Use�
PAPRIKA

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT

MEAT
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